EXPEDITION ZETTA - Achievement Sheet
Achieved during one game session

Track the progress

Famous!
Win Expedition Zetta
Fully Learned
Have 12 knowledge tokens when you return in Lone Star
Inxene
Found all artifacts in the same game
Jack of all Substances
Found 4 different motherlodes
Lone Hero
Return and get more than 100 fame on Lone Star
Lone Survivor
Survived “Lone Star”
Meticulousness
Won: all equipment fully operational
On the Road to Greatness Scored 100+ fame, winner or not
Pachyderm
Acted 7 turns in 1 system
Real Star
Move 12 steps for 1 energy no Aether
Rock Turner
Found life on a trojan
Science buff
Used all different knowledge tokens within the same game
Shared Joy
Be a tied winner
Strong finish
Get rescued by the Mothership and then end up winning
We are the Universe
Return to Earth with 4 alien passengers
Junosuando
Found 5 substance in 1 action
Swedenborg
Found substance with -4 dice
Linneaus
Found life with -4 dice

Part of an effort achieved by all players together during one game session
Human Swarm
Artifactologist
Universally Rich
Fail Perfect
Band of Stars
Geek Gang
Instant Starlets
The Next Level
We are the Universe
League of Explorers

Place flag on 32+ planets
All 4 alien artifacts brought to Earth
5 or more of each substance, per player, to Earth
All return to Earth at Knowledge cap
Find 7 warp tokens before you return to Earth
Bring all 8 exo products as equipment back to Earth
All 9 star types visited
All crew members returned leveled to Earth
As many or more alien crew members as humans to Earth
Successful discoveries made on all 12 planet types
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EXPEDITION ZETTA - Achievement Sheet
Achieved over the course of several game sessions
Interested
Lively Explorer
Substantial Explorer
More than a d12 can say
Rider
Starlet
Traveller
Xenoartifactoist

Used all different knowledge tokens
Found life on each planet type
Found subst. on each planet type
Win 13 times
Win at least once playing with each ship
Have visited all 9 star types at least once
Win at least once playing as each country
Found each artifact at least once

We encourage you who play Expedition Zetta to contribute Achievements of your own.
If you have suggestions, send them to info@iongamedesign.com and we will include them in the list if they pass our
assessment, and are not too close to already existing Achievements. We may tweak the wording on them.
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